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ABSTRACT
This article identifies untapped potential for creative combinations within the sanctions arsenal, but also substantial long-term risks threatening to undermine the very global financial and trading infrastructure that renders Western sanctioning power effective in the first place. It introduces multi-party sanctions against Russia and the Russian response thereto, analysing how sanctions were aided by three unusual prongs: the damage potential of a SWIFT blockade, the devastating effect of the post-2014 oil price drop, and the consideration of using debt sanctions. It then examines defensive measures taken by Russia and others that aim at undermining the effectiveness of future Western sanctions.
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Introduction
Sanctions come in many shades and hues, but also in different sizes and with different risks. Some work exceptionally well, some fail, and others serve at least some purpose. In every instance, sanctions, blockades and embargoes are painful not only for the target but also for the target’s trading partners that include at least parts of the economy of the sanctioning state or alliance. Sanctions and embargoes have much in common with arms races: actions lead to reactions and every round of measures provokes not only countermeasures but also evasive action.¹ Sovereign attempts at punitive economic coercion raise an array of questions, not least as to the timeframe by which they may be rationally expected to yield results, and the
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cost-benefit relation of their results. The total number of sanctions in force has mushroomed in recent decades as they emerged as governments’ high-profile tool of choice between war and inaction. Since 1987, the US sanctioned 60 states with UN Security Council approval and 44 unilaterally, while the EU sanctioned 32 states with UN Security Council resolutions and 23 states without.² In many cases, including the measures taken against Iran and Russia but also in instances related to African states, sanctions encounter far too little public and legal scrutiny³ despite the fact that these measures, aggressively and over substantial periods of time, leverage private property and transactions for public purposes;⁴ almost in every case without ‘prompt, adequate and effective compensation’.⁵ They also do not always result in the discharge of disrupted contractual obligations under force majeure or similar concepts.⁶

It has been observed that US sanctions practice, aside from a relatively negligible minority of sanctions imposed pursuant to UN Security Council resolutions,⁷ habitually invokes threats to national security⁸ with a frequency not observed elsewhere⁹ whenever policies of the target state substantially depart from US interests.¹⁰ This phenomenon is noticeable also in the context of the sanctions regime imposed against (primarily Russian) individuals ‘contributing

---
⁷ Ivanov & Molodyko 2015, supra note 2.
to the situation in Ukraine following the ouster of President Yanukovych and the annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation in March 2014. Part of the sanctions regime relating to the Ukraine crisis was almost unprecedented in a context not linked to terrorism or nuclear proliferation in that it primarily targeted individuals (and corporate entities substantially controlled by them) rather than sovereign parties, territorial units or larger socio-political groups, and was expanded and tightened incrementally since March 2014. The primary selection criterion for most of these targets appeared to be their perceived membership in President Putin’s ‘inner circle.

This article examines the potential systemic fallout from a policy that relied on public toying with sanctions. It identifies untapped potential for creative combinations within the sanctions arsenal but also substantial long-term risks threatening to undermine the very global financial and trading infrastructure that renders Western sanctioning power effective in the first place. After introducing the background of Western sanctions against Russia over the Ukraine crisis, this paper proceeds by discussing specific sanctions implemented by the US, EU, and other states respectively, including Japan, Canada and Australia. This concerted action increased the effectiveness of those sanctions, even though Western sanctions in most instances would not be joined by the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India, China) countries, as geopolitical rivalries created overriding conflicts of interest. The paper furthermore describes Russian responses to the Western sanctions. It then analyses how sanctions were aided by three unusual prongs: the damage potential of a never explicitly threatened SWIFT blockade, the devastating effect of the post-2014 oil price drop, and the never used but considered option of debt sanctions designed to deny Russian creditors of Ukrainian government debt access to the English courts and the protection of governing English law. It finally examines defensive measures taken by Russia and others, most predominantly by the BRIC countries, that undermine the effectiveness of future Western sanctions. The paper concludes that while the sanctions regime against Iran largely achieved what could reasonably be expected (and may have served as an effective deterrent to Russia), sanctions against Russia in the wake of the Ukraine crisis are still unconvincing as to their efficacy.

I. The Ukraine-related Sanctions Regime


Like all successor states of the USSR, Ukraine has a significant Russian-speaking minority that, for the most part, regrets the demise of the Union, feels marginalised in its new sovereign entity, and looks to the Russian Federation as its natural protective power. Russia, in turn, uses the ethnic patriotism of Russian minorities to interfere in the domestic affairs of its former ‘wayward sister republics’ and treats their sovereignty as a mere nominal formality.

The decision of Yanukovych’s government to refuse to sign a long-prepared Treaty of Association with the EU14 and instead to seek closer ties with Russia on 21 November 2013 ignited the Euromaidan protests, eventually leading to Yanukovych’s removal as president on 22 February 2014. 15 Following this, the Russian-majority breakaway region of Crimea held on 16 March 2014 an internationally highly controversial referendum on its independence.16 The next day, Putin recognised Crimea as an independent state.17 Crimea joined the Russian Federation two days later, on 18 March 2014, followed by Putin’s decree of 21 March 2014, which ratified both an amendment to the Russian constitution and a Treaty of Accession with Crimea and Sevastopol, effectively annexing Crimea.18 Western sanctions in response to these events fall broadly into three distinct categories:

1) Individual sanctions against a continuously adjusted list of natural persons and legal entities substantially controlled by them, both Russian and Ukrainian (with a pro-Russian agenda in either case), including imposing bans on travel to the sanctioning state or bloc, and freezing the sanctioned individuals’ financial assets.

2) Sectoral sanctions targeting the financial, energy and military-industrial sectors in Russia through traditional export and import controls as well as through prohibitions to continue joint ventures and to provide certain services.

3) Regional sanctions barring imports from or exports of goods, technology or services to Crimea or the Donbas region.

I.1 US Sanctions

Despite extensive literature, the extraterritorial application of US policies, values, laws and standards has remained among the most contentious jurisprudential legacies of the 20th century.19 Not even the most fundamental yet enduringly controversial doctrinal issues associated with the US sanctions practice and assertion of jurisdiction to extraterritorial

situations have been settled, much less have they been resolved, with a meaningful degree of international consensus.\textsuperscript{20}

The US sanctions regime addressing the situation in Ukraine unfolded incrementally, with its list of targeted individuals, entities and sectors expanding gradually.\textsuperscript{21} On 6 March 2014, President Obama issued Executive Order (EO) 13660 based on the International Emergency Economic Powers Act and the National Emergency Act, imposing sanctions that included travel restrictions and asset freezes against certain Russian individuals\textsuperscript{22} and entities controlled by them that are to be specified by the Secretary of the Treasury through the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC).\textsuperscript{23} On 17 March 2014, supplemental EO 13661 blocked property of additional persons ‘contributing to the situation in Ukraine’.\textsuperscript{24} On 20 March 2014, EO 13662 was issued, blocking property of additional persons contributing to the situation in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{25} OFAC general licenses subsequently tailored narrow substantive and temporal exceptions for certain transactions related to sanctioned parties.\textsuperscript{26} On 19 December 2014, EO 13685 supplemented existing sanctions with respect to Crimea.\textsuperscript{27} Pursuant to these executive orders, the US Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) administered a variety of export restrictions.\textsuperscript{28} In November 2016, President Obama agreed with EU leaders to keep Ukraine-related sanctions against Russia in place.\textsuperscript{29}


\textsuperscript{26} See OFAC General License No. 1A Authorizing Certain Transactions Related to Derivatives Prohibited by Directives 1, 2, and 3 under Executive Order 13662 (12 September 2014), and OFAC General License No. 2 Authorizing Certain Activities Prohibited by Directive 4 under Executive Order 13662 Necessary to Wind Down Operations (12 September 2014).


I.2 EU Sanctions

European Union states had to be ‘embarrassed’ by the US through Vice President Biden ‘to stand up and take economic hits to impose costs’ in defence of the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Ukraine, a candidate for associate EU membership. This can be somewhat understood considering what followed: Russia’s counter-embargo of food imports from the US, Canada, Australia, the EU and Norway affected $9 billion worth of agricultural exports and produced an apple and dairy surplus in Europe disproportionate to the cost inflicted on Russia. In the words of Victoria Nuland, Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs, ‘[i]mplementing sanctions isn’t easy and many countries are paying a steep price. We know that. But history shows that the cost of inaction and disunity in the face of a determined aggressor will be higher’. The total cost of sanctions for the EU certainly amounted to a steep price: EU trade with Russia amounted to $390 billion in 2013 and dropped 14% during the first five months of 2014 alone. Notwithstanding Vice President Biden’s remark, the EU did accomplish its challenging task of coordination between 28 governments in a highly controversial matter, and it did so remarkably expeditiously by 17 March 2014.

Only after the annexation of Crimea by Russia, but since that time consistently, has the EU substantially coordinated with US measures based on travel bans, asset freezes and prohibition of provision of financial services to Russian banks and other sanctioned entities by EU companies. The principal criterion for a target’s inclusion in these restrictive measures was whether or not the individuals’ actions threaten the territorial integrity of Ukraine. A


35 See supra note 34.
A series of subsequent decisions and regulations amended sanction details so as to fine-tune and attenuate repercussions for domestic industry, as the US did with its system of general licenses.36

As a declaratory matter, the French government, like most EU members, expressed hope that it would be able to lift sanctions during the summer of 2016.37 This resonates with the fact that several EU member governments, including the Greek,38 Czech39 and Hungarian40 governments, stand firmly opposed to the imposition of new sanctions against Russia or even to the extension of the existing regime. On 28 April 2016, the French Assemblée Nationale cast a non-binding majority vote of 55-44, affirmed in June 2016 by the French Senate41, to lift sanctions against Russia, largely because of alleged utter ineffectiveness in changing Russian behaviour and resolving the Ukraine crisis as well as very substantial cost to European countries. A vote which was notably supported by the right and the extreme left.42 Still, EU sanctions were extended again, most recently on 13 March 2017.43

I.3 Third-Party Sanctions

Mirroring sanctions were also imposed on Russia by a number of other countries including Canada,44 Australia,45 New Zealand, Japan,46 Norway, Iceland, Switzerland,47 EFTA

43 ‘EU Extends Russia Sanctions over Ukraine for 6 More Months’, Washington Post, 13 March 2017, at: https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/eu-extends-russia-sanctions-over-ukraine-for-6-more-months/2017/03/13/41a219c8-07f4-11e7-bd19-fd3afa0f7e2a_story.html (accessed on 16 April 2017)
Since the inception of the sanctions regime, and proximately caused by it, the Russian Ruble has been in free fall. It dropped some 40 percent against the US dollar within just nine months in 2014, fuelling inflation and substantially diminishing Russian GDP. Whether Western sanctions or oil price developments deserve primary credit for this is a matter of ongoing debate. But the cognitive distortion of their ‘halo effect’ has placed significant constraints on, and added substantial costs to, Russian corporate debt refinancing. Already by mid-December 2014, Prime Minister Medvedev conceded that the Russian economy was moving toward recession and needed to reduce its reliance on energy exports, reduce its

16 April 2017). The sanctions list was later amended several times—on 18 March, 21 March, 21 June 2014, and 17 February, 29 June 2015.


dependence on imports to compensate for acute shortfalls in domestic production, and reduce
its resulting need for outside deficit financing.\footnote{Golubkova & Baczynska 2014, supra note 53.}

\section*{I.4 Russian Reprisals}

President Putin retorted against Western sanctions by issuing Decree of the President of the
Russian Federation No. 560 of 6 August 2014 on Application of Certain Special Economic
Measures in Order to Ensure Security of the Russian Federation. It banned the import of
goods originating from a sanctioning country and delegated authority to the Russian
government to determine the parties to be sanctioned.\footnote{Norton Rose Fulbright, ‘Russian Sanctions’, August 2014, at:
http://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/knowledge/publications/119478/russian-sanctions (accessed on 16 April 2017).} Thereunder, Prime Minister
Medvedev proclaimed implementing Resolution of the Government of the Russian
Federation No. 778 of 7 August 2014, banning for a period of one year the importation of
listed agricultural and food items originating from the US, EU, Canada, Australia and
Norway.\footnote{Ibid.} On 24 June 2015, Presidential Decree No. 320 extended Russia’s ban on said
agricultural products until 6 August 2016.\footnote{USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, ‘Russian Food Ban Extended’, GAIN Report, 25 June 2015,
at:http://gain.fas.usda.gov/Recent%20GAIN%20Publications/Russian%20Food%20Ban%20Extended%20Until%20August%202016_Moscow_Russian%20Federation_6-25-2015.pdf (accessed on 16 April 2017).} This measure was further implemented by
amended the list of banned import goods and extended the duration of the Russian embargo
until 5 August 2016.\footnote{Government of the Russian Federation, Resolution No. 625 of 25 June 2015, Concerning the
August 2014 (Unofficial Translation), at: http://ec.europa.eu/food/safety/docs/ia_eu-russia_ru-eu-import-ban_20150625_unoff-trans-en.pdf (accessed on 16 April 2017).} In May 2014, Russia also barred travel to Russia for a number of
senior US, EU, and Canadian individuals but at first declined to reveal the list. Eventually,
certain names became known.\footnote{W. Lowery & E. O’Keefe, ‘Reacting to Sanctions, Russians Ban Reid, Boehner and Four Other
Lawmakers’, \textit{Washington Post}, 20 March 2015, at: https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2014/03/20/reacting-to-sanctions-russians-ban-reid-boehner-and-7-other-lawmakers/ (accessed on 16 April 2017).} Travel bans were issued against 89 European politicians and
military leaders from 17 countries.\footnote{M. Sarkar, ‘Russia’s Travel Ban Against EU Officials Sparks Fury’, CNN, 1 June 2015, at:

Although European agricultural suppliers and certain other interests affected by
countersanctions would disagree with this assessment,\footnote{See, e.g., T. Pouch, ‘The Russian Embargo: Direct and Indirect Impact for French Agriculture’, Mouvement pour une organization mondiale de l’agriculture, 10 November 2014, at: http://www.momagri.org/UK/focus-on-issues/The-Russian-Embargo-direct-and-indirect-impact-for-French-agriculture_1498.html (accessed on 16 April 2017).} Russian countersanctions turned out to be largely symbolic nuisance measures calculated to show reciprocity, not least given the
fact that they did not include asset freezes and that visits to Russia by most of the sanctioned
Western individuals appeared to be rare at best.
II. The Sword of Damocles Reinvented: Non-Sanctions with Latent Anticipatory Effect

By far the most effective pressure tool against Russia was an option that was never activated. It was effective primarily because a demonstration of its consequences had taken place only two years prior, when on 17 March 2012 the EU sanctioned 30 Iranian banks by cutting access to service of the global interbank payment system: SWIFT.63 SWIFT, the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, is a non-profit cooperative registered in Belgium and it is subject to Belgian and European law.64 Its board is composed of representatives of the central banks of the US, UK, Canada, Germany, France, Italy, Japan, Belgium, The Netherlands, and Sweden.65 SWIFT transmits in excess of $6 trillion of payment instructions a day through 1.8 billion communications a year66 between over 10,500 member financial institutions and corporations in 215 countries.67 During the 39 years of its existence, SWIFT had never expelled or blocked a financial institution. In 2010, the last year for which data was available prior to EU sanctions taking effect, 19 Iranian member banks and 25 financial institutions had sent and received two million SWIFT messages.68 With the imposition of SWIFT sanctions, the entire Iranian banking system was severed from access to international payments, which had a paralyzing effect on the totality of its foreign financial transactions.

II.1 SWIFT: Russia’s Bright Red Line

In late August 2014, with British public opinion about Putin’s regime already tense following the alleged extrajudicial killing of former FSB agent Alexander Litvinenko by Russian operatives in 2006 and the downing of civilian Malaysia Airlines flight 17 on 17 July 2014 by a Russian-made Buk missile, the UK government urged the EU to expand existing sanctions by blocking access to SWIFT for Russian banks.69 Poland concurred and continued to support the UK initiative.70 On 18 September 2014, the European Parliament passed a non-


65 Ibid.


68 Lakshmanan 2012, supra note 67.

69 Hutton & Wishart 2014, supra note 68.

binding resolution to the same effect.\textsuperscript{71} It was immediately rejected by SWIFT as in violation of EU law, as discriminatory, and as potentially confiscatory with regard to SWIFT because of its predictable repercussions that would be certain to affect future user confidence.\textsuperscript{72} On 26 January 2015, US Treasury Secretary Jack Lew remarked in Brussels that sanctions had 'work[ed] to create real stress in the [Russian] economy', and that the US had 'more tools'.\textsuperscript{73} By the time of Secretary Lew’s statement, it was more than apparent what else the Western arsenal of financial hegemony entailed.\textsuperscript{74}

Discussions about leveraging Western control of SWIFT as a tool of foreign policy long predate the Ukrainian crisis. They intensified following the impressive results of the substantial pressure on Iran by 'de-SWIFTing' its banks in 2012, which eventually brought the country to the negotiating tables in Geneva and Vienna, resulting in the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) agreement by October 2015.\textsuperscript{75} The same options were certainly being considered with regard to Russia throughout 2014, albeit with far less than unequivocal support.\textsuperscript{76} While the UK\textsuperscript{77} and Poland\textsuperscript{78} pursued the renewed use of SWIFT as an instrument of multilateral sanctions policy, Germany, Italy and others remained very reluctant to engage in such discussions in view of the partial dependency of their economies on access to Russian market and because of the unpredictable scale of Russian retaliation.\textsuperscript{79} Chancellor Merkel, clearly aware of the possibility that Russia might retort by blocking deliveries of oil and gas while winter was approaching, declined to even discuss blocking Russia from SWIFT on 31 August 2014.\textsuperscript{80} Nevertheless, a SWIFT ban was not ruled out either.

If access of Russian banks to SWIFT had indeed been restricted, SWIFT would have complied as it did in the case of Iran and major banks outside Russia would have been very

\textsuperscript{76} ‘The Pros and Cons of a SWIFT Response’ 2014, supra note 70.
\textsuperscript{77} Hutton & Wishart 2014, supra note 68.
\textsuperscript{79} ‘The Pros and Cons of a SWIFT Response’ 2014, supra note 70.
reluctant to cooperate with attempts to bypass SWIFT, fearing secondary sanctions and facing potential expulsion under SWIFT’s bylaws which prohibit members from engaging in activities harmful to the cooperative.\(^{81}\)

The unequivocal threat by Prime Minister Medvedev, likely in response to Secretary Lew’s comment, of a ‘reaction without limits’ was probably calculated to feed Western reluctance more than anything else. However, it also raised interesting parallels to a similarly asymmetric threat of military response made by the US against unspecified and difficult to attribute hackers (generally assumed to be North Korean), only some days before.\(^{82}\)

Russian banks, through their national cooperative ROSSWIFT, not only form the second-largest SWIFT cooperative after the US, but are also heavy users of other major payment systems connected by SWIFT, such as Fedwire and Target.\(^{83}\) It is one thing for a SWIFT blockade to bring to heel a medium-sized regional economy like Iran’s that is less integrated in the international financial system, but quite another to exclude a major global player such as Russia or China.\(^{84}\) The credible public threat of this possibility alone created a substantial risk of preventative evasive action, for which collective means are anything but lacking among potential sanction targets in emerging markets, as China’s Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) initiative has shown.\(^{85}\) Threat of sanctions induces pre-emptive caution in avoiding US/EU exposure: even in decidedly pro-Western countries such as Switzerland, the third-largest source of foreign direct investment after the UK and Canada, transactions with a ‘US dollar risk’ are accepted with considerably greater caution and reluctance than in the past, following the experience with flexing of US economic muscle.\(^{86}\) China’s AIIB initiative as well as its success at having IMF recognise the Yuan as a reserve currency both increase its potential to weaken dollar-driven secondary sanctions on institutions that assist sanctioned actors to avoid restrictions.\(^{87}\)

---


\(^{82}\) Mark Dubowitz cited in Matlack 2014, supra note 80.


\(^{85}\) ‘The Pros and Cons of a SWIFT Response’ 2014, supra note 70.

\(^{86}\) Farrell 2015, supra note 83.

\(^{87}\) Fixler, Dubowitz & Zarate 2015, supra note 74.


II.2 The Multiplier Effect of World Market Prices: The Case of Crude Oil

A second prong that aided Western sanctions against Russia was the devastating effect of the post-2014 oil price drop. A multitude of factors influences highly liquid world markets for a notoriously volatile international commodity, such as crude oil that has at all times been heavily affected by great elasticity of demand. Reasons include weak demand from China and other emerging markets, the US becoming the world’s largest oil producer due to hydraulic fracturing technology, and Saudi unwillingness to concede market share regardless of the effect on prices. Still, three aspects cannot be overlooked: 1) the fact that two countries most egregiously dependent on oil exports, Russia and Iran, are also among the most important targets of Western economic sanctions; 2) the contemporaneousness of sanctions against Russia and the speed and intensity of a rarely observed long-term oil price drop; and 3) the answer to the classic forensic question *cui bono*? (to whose benefit?).

As of 2012, the Russian oil and gas sector contributed 16 percent to its GDP, 52 percent to Russian federal budget revenues, and over 70 percent to total Russian exports. Iran is a founding member of OPEC, but a political and religious rival of Saudi Arabia throughout the Middle East. In terms of the differential between value of crude oil production at world market prices and total production cost, Iran is even more oil-dependent than Russia. Crude oil price dropped from approximately $115/bbl. in June 2014 to approximately $30 in January 2016 (26% of the high water mark), a level not seen since August 1999, with further downside potential. Still, the oil price drop since 2014 gives no rise to conspiracy theories involving OPEC as a whole because Iran is a member. Nigeria was forced to raise interest rates significantly and devalue the naira, while Venezuela looks daily closer to defaulting on its foreign debt. Additionally, a similar price drop occurred from June 2008 ($144.78/bbl.) to April 2009 ($55.22/bbl.). While low oil prices benefit major importers such as the Eurozone, India, China, and Japan, the US, although now statistically the world’s largest oil producer, is also still the world’s second-largest oil importer—albeit with anticipated

---


96 Ibid.


steeply diminishing tendency: ‘most projections show North America will be totally energy independent by 2020 and the United States shortly thereafter’. That fact aside, even indirectly supporting the economically unsustainable Saudi output levels was sure to yield outsize benefits to US geopolitical interests that could not arguably be achieved at similar cost by outright sanctions or much riskier military expenditures. Thus, from an ‘economic statecraft’ perspective, leveraging a strategic interplay between Western sanctions and oil price change proved highly effective for the US in the cases of both Iran and Russia. It is unlikely that any formal sanction, not even if it had included a suspension of access to SWIFT, could have deprived the Russian federal budget of almost 38.5 percent of its revenues within a period of 19 months. Accordingly, it is easy to see how a latent threat of further complicating Russian access to international debt markets by blocking vital payment infrastructure would conjure up existential concern about the solvency of the Russian state—and how a response ‘without limits’ like the one threatened by Prime Minister Medvedev could materialise.

II.3 Debt Sanctions? A Double-Edged Proposal

At the height of Euromaidan protests in Kyiv, Putin attempted to prop up the faltering pro-Russian Yanukovych government with a $15 billion aid package. The first instalment of $3 billion was released on Christmas Eve 2013 against Ukrainian Eurobonds with a maturity of two years. The bonds were governed by English law and contained unique terms allowing Russia to accelerate repayment and put it ahead of Ukraine’s private creditors. Yanukovych fled to Russia on 21 February 2014, but left Ukraine liable for the first instalment of this debt. This was despite the fact that the remainder of the aid package, including deeply discounted Russian gas deliveries, had already been suspended on 29 January 2014, while Yanukovych still held office. Prime Minister Yatsenyuk’s new post-Yanukovych government promptly suspended repayment of the $3 billion bond and


103 ‘The Pros and Cons of a SWIFT Response’ 2014, supra note 73.

104 See figures supra notes 92 and 95.


threatened litigation. Since the loan had been made to gain leverage over Ukraine’s political independence, Russia, also somewhat predictably, in turn proceeded to refuse restructuring of these bonds in the Paris Club of sovereign creditors.

Once Western sanctions unfolded, proposals emerged to add ‘debt sanctions’ by having the British Parliament deny enforceability of this ‘odious debt’ in English courts. However, the doctrine of odious debt is quite restrictive and its tests were unlikely to be met by Ukraine in the current circumstances. On their face, the advantages of applying to sovereign debt a concept akin to lender liability and the benefits of ‘debt sanctions’ to Ukraine in the current situation are obvious. A large part of legal analysis in support of debt sanctions is accurate: debt contracts are indeed routinely invalidated by courts, rewritten in bankruptcy, and blocked by traditional sanctions that by definition interfere with the sanctity of contract when they prohibit money transfers. Thus, targeted and narrowly tailored special legislation would not create a genuine sensation in the market: sanctions commit to breaking contracts for political ends, unless they provide specific grandfather exemptions for existing contracts, which to some extent both US and EU sanctions did. It is also accurate that the risk of bypassing debt sanctions that are limited to blocking enforceability in English courts through having a dispute controlled by English law adjudicated elsewhere is remote, and the prospects for enforcement of such an award would likely render this debt rather unattractive to mainstream investors and affect its market value. But the repercussions for the global financial system in general and for confidence in the predictability of English law, and in the London financial centre in particular, point to a different assessment and lead to a conclusion that the mere proposal of ‘debt sanctions’ is ill-considered in the extreme.

III. (Unintended) Effects of Sanctions: Sanctions—A Catalyst for Autarky

Globalisation and sanctions make odd bedfellows. As soon as serious calls for blocking Russia’s access to SWIFT were voiced in August 2014, trade groups for Russian banks


109 Gelpern 2014a, supra note 107.


113 Gelpern 2014b, supra note 112, p. 8.


116 See supra notes 111 and 112.
projected defiance: if their members could not use SWIFT, they could still transfer funds by other means including secure internet and facsimile connections—although at great inconvenience and considerably higher cost and for domestic use at best.\(^{117}\) Accordingly, by September, Russia’s National Payments Council proposed the establishment of a national payments system wholly-owned by the Bank of Russia\(^{118}\) to reduce the country’s dependency on SWIFT; in a first stage at least for domestic transactions. By December, all messaging options were operational.\(^{119}\) Initially, the domestic platform was scheduled to go live by May 2015.\(^{120}\) Bank of Russia Deputy Chairman Skorobogatova confirmed in late September 2015 that a number of major Russian banks were already using the central bank’s financial messaging system, a platform supplemented by bilateral agreements providing facilities between Sberbank, VTB, Gazprombank, Bank of Moscow, Rosselkhozbank, Rosbank, Alfa Bank, Ural Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and others.\(^{121}\) But in September 2015, Bank of Russia Governor Nabiullina announced that the domestic SWIFT equivalent was still ‘nearing completion’.\(^{122}\) Another impulse for prioritising expeditious creation of a national payment scheme in Russia came from the compliance of Visa and MasterCard with US sanctions by cutting off services to Russian clients associated with seven sanctioned banks, including Bank Rossiya, Sobinbank, SMP Bank, and Investcapitalbank.\(^{123}\) As a reprisal, Russia required Visa and MasterCard to keep security deposits with the Bank of Russia and joined the China UnionPay credit card platform.\(^{124}\)

Periodically, virtually any target of US financial sanctions, including Saddam Hussein, has declared ‘de-dollarization’ as a strategic goal, however inconsequential these initiatives have proved in terms of settlement of oil and gas trades. That trend may, however, be reversed if the predicted US energy independence should materialise, since there is no readily apparent reason why buyers and sellers of a commodity should expose themselves to sanctions risks by using the currency of a non-party to their transaction who is not even a major market participant on the buy or sell side. Energy independence could therefore conceivably hurt the dollar’s status as a reserve currency.\(^{125}\) This familiar aspiration of de-dollarization gained some renewed traction on the occasion of Ukraine-related sanctions in statements by VTB CEO Andrey Kostin, advocating settlements of Russian exports in rubles in a matter of two to three years.\(^{126}\) The China Foreign Exchange Trade System (CFETS), established with the hope to weaken the dollar’s dominance in global finance and to make the yuan (CNY) an

---

\(^{117}\) Matlack 2014, supra note 30.


\(^{120}\) *Ibid.*

\(^{121}\) *Ibid.*

\(^{122}\) ‘Russia’s SWIFT Equivalent Already in Use’ 2015, supra note 69.


alternative to the USD in global trade, started swaps and forwards between the yuan and the Russian ruble (RUB), the Malaysian ringgit (MYR) and the New Zealand dollar (NZD).\textsuperscript{127}

Aside from Russia’s participation as a founding member in the Chinese-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank,\textsuperscript{128} there has also been recurrent talk about creating alternative rating agencies to S&P, Moody’s and Fitch, possibly with Chinese participation.\textsuperscript{129} Part of this effort is an enduring Russian strategy of rebuilding foreign exchange reserves to more than twice the levels thought to be necessary by economists’ consensus.\textsuperscript{130} Contemporaneously with Russia, China started to develop an alternative domestic payments system under the auspices of the People’s Bank of China\textsuperscript{131} that also includes international capabilities—the China International Payment System (CIPS).\textsuperscript{132} It uses SWIFT industry syntax for messaging to facilitate acceptance in the marketplace and allows ‘shortlisted’ banks to access directly the People’s Bank of China’s China National Advanced Payment System (CNAPS).\textsuperscript{133} However, within months of its announcement, this project had to be scaled back already to be used only for cross-border yuan trade deals rather than to include also capital market transactions including securities transactions and foreign direct investment.\textsuperscript{134} While it may not be possible to show cogent evidence for the thesis that avoidance of the political risk of sanctions is the primary motivating factor of such initiatives, it is also clear that abandonment of established Western-controlled financial infrastructure would otherwise face considerable disincentives in the form of costs and organisational change that no economy incurs lightly.

\textbf{III.1 Sanctions—A Catalyst for Asymmetric Response}

VTB CEO Andrey Kostin, one of the Kremlin’s most-watched ‘signal officers’ in the Russian financial sector, has continually fielded succinct threats aimed at deterring Western resolve to further escalate sanctions that his government continues to deem illegitimate. ‘I don’t know how [Western] banks could block SWIFT and then expect cooperation in the fight against terrorism and nuclear disarmament.’\textsuperscript{135} And, following some further tightening of the screws toward the end of 2014, ‘[i]f there is no Swift, there is no banking… relationship, it means that the countries are on the verge of war, or they are definitely in a cold war…’ The next day,

\textsuperscript{128} ‘Egypt, Norway, Russia Approved as AIIB Founders’ 2015, supra note 92.
\textsuperscript{129} ‘SWIFT: ‘No Authority to Suspend Russia, Israel from Intl Payments over Sanctions” 2014, supra note 131.
\textsuperscript{131} ‘Russia’s SWIFT Equivalent Already in Use’ 2015, supra note 69.
\textsuperscript{135} ‘Russia Could Ditch US Dollar in 2-3 Years—Head of Russia’s #2 Bank’ 2014, supra note 126.
the Russian and American ambassadors would have to leave the capitals. In close temporal proximity, a Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman said that sanctions are putting in doubt prospects for bilateral cooperation on solving the situation around the Iranian nuclear program, the Syrian crisis, and other acute international problems.

Kostin, one of the leading proponents of de-dollarization, also claimed that, because some 90 percent of VTB’s payments are domestic, a SWIFT embargo would hardly affect his institution. That, of course, would be a direct contradiction to the purported rationale of his above cited martially-sounding drama. Kostin’s assertion is also flatly contradicted by Russian national daily liberal business broadsheet Kommersant that reported more than 90 percent of transactions involving Russian banks as crossing borders. The credibility of statements alleging Russian imperviousness to a SWIFT blockade is extremely low. At the same time, vulnerability of Western interests to blowback also remains a matter of careful monitoring in formulating sanctions policy as well as expectations of its sustainable success and net benefit.

An open, complex, and intensely interconnected society and economy is substantially more vulnerable to disruptions of any kind, even relatively minor in nature and not successful pursuant to the ambition that originated it. It is a process vaguely comparable to criminal investigations and prosecutions that do not lead to convictions yet tie up substantial resources and thus exact what is equivalent to a significant punishment in its own right. Western vulnerability on non-proliferation, terrorism, and Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering (FATF) issues follows the same logic.

III.2 Have Sanctions Failed?

From an American perspective, Europe is notorious for inability to resist pressure, inability to speak una voce—at least as long as necessary—and inability to put long-term common interest ahead of short-term benefits. Fair or not, it is a narrative that aptly describes entities that are not superpowers engaged in a ‘big game’. Europe conceives of itself as a common market first and as a community of values, but without clear hierarchy among them, and without shared interests in the projection and maintenance of power.

Not least, Europe’s exposure to trade and financial relations with Russia is substantial. It is estimated that sanctions against Russia reduced EU GDP growth by 0.3 percent in 2016.
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Although Russia’s GDP is assumed to have shrunk 3–3.5 percent in 2015\(^{143}\) and is predicted to contract by 1.5 percent in 2016,\(^{144}\) the cost in absolute figures to Europe is greater. While US and Canadian sanctions are open-ended, EU sanctions require periodic unanimous renewal.\(^{145}\) More importantly, sanctions are proving unable to change Russian behaviour in and around the Ukraine crisis.\(^{146}\) Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the utility of sanctions is challenged more determinedly in Europe than it is in the US, where meaningful metrics of their cost are not easy to evaluate. Concern that the West’s most effective non-military weapon is dulled exists in the US as well, although it was articulated by Secretary Lew with greater circumspection:

‘It is important to make sure these tools remain available and effective. And there is a risk that overuse could ultimately reduce our capability to use sanctions effectively. While sanctions are a valuable alternative to more severe measures, including the lawful use of force, it is a mistake to think that they are low-cost. And if they make the business environment too complicated—or unpredictable, or if they excessively interfere with the flow of funds worldwide, financial transactions may begin to move outside of the United States entirely—which could threaten the central role of the U.S. financial system globally, not to mention the effectiveness of our sanctions in the future.’\(^{147}\)

It may be true that sanctions were largely responsible for the Minsk accord. What is less clear is whether the Minsk accord itself was useful beyond showing some tangible result of Western pressure.\(^{148}\) The accord certainly does not appear to have changed Russia’s posture or interference in Ukraine, and it would probably have been naïve to expect otherwise, considering how it was brought about.

### Conclusions

Notwithstanding more detailed analysis of formal sanctions, factors with a *de facto* similar or reinforcing effect need to be included in any meaningful review of legal and political risk. This is especially true of ‘latent sanctions’ that are not actually used but are credibly threatened, to the extent they would leave the target without adequate alternative. However, policy evaluation must weigh systemic long-term risk to vital infrastructure platforms and institutions that have come to be considered part of global financial utilities. Their political neutrality is undermined at the peril of world-wide interests including the long-term interests of the sanctioning state or bloc itself. Ukraine-related sanctions did have a very significant effect on
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Russia’s attempts to develop its ‘Eastern vector’ by increasing ties with China and achieve greater cohesion among the BRIC countries had some symbolic value for Putin’s domestic audience but largely failed to meet expectations. Still, the BRIC countries, with China at its centre, remain an increasingly formidable ‘resistance bloc’ to a unipolar economic world order shaped and managed pursuant to US standards and demands. Ukraine-related, implemented as well as latent sanctions may in time lead to the re-monetisation of bullion and increased importance of barter and currency substitutes to the dollar as well as to a general setback for attempts at curbing terrorist financing—considered a largely pre-textual crusade by many as it is.

One of the most sobering studies on the effectiveness of economic sanctions was presented in late 2013 just as the Euromaidan protests began. Shojai & Root concluded that

‘choosing a target and imposing economic sanctions is a random process when a sender is faced with a real or perceived threat. Sanctions are imposed as an alternative to inaction or going to war. The theory and research on effectiveness of economic sanctions has been a mere exercise in running regressions on a series of random numbers and it doesn’t shed any light to guide policymaking. For example, the research doesn’t guide policymakers as to when and how an economic sanction may be effective. It also doesn’t provide any practical and useful information about what economic, political or legal variables are significant in affecting sanction outcomes. Also, sanctions are imposed regardless of existence of favorable or unfavorable conditions and structures.’

This finding characterises sanctions as rituals playing to a political, often primarily domestic but sometimes also geopolitical, audience. Regardless of indisputable effectiveness in certain circumstances, they often seem driven by motives and objectives other than those stated for justification.

It makes little sense to analyse specific facts and circumstances of the US and EU sanctions regime or its credibility and the risks it creates for Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) and financial institutions subject to it, without examining the Russian view of its interests in
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Ukraine and of perceived interference therewith.\textsuperscript{158} From President Putin to Foreign Minister Lavrov to oligarchs like Deripaska, one mantra has echoed a consistent sentiment since Western sanctions were first initiated: that Ukraine was merely a pretext for long-prepared sanctions aimed at regime change and at curbing Russian ascendancy.\textsuperscript{159} In historical experience,\textsuperscript{160} sanctions can almost never be crafted watertight, and it suffices for policy purposes—albeit not necessarily for compliance and enforcement purposes—to see them broadly working.\textsuperscript{161} Sanctions also have informational value and they convey signals, intended and unintended ones.\textsuperscript{162} Returning to the analogy of the arm’s race, it is unwise to use one’s potentially most effective tools in less than vitally urgent circumstances, as such tools may experience diminishing effect already the second time around.

This paper examined the potential systemic fallout from a policy that relied on publicly toying with sanctions. Such a policy may, in the case of Russia, indeed have brought about a considerable part of the desired effect in the near term, but an assessment of its long-term consequences must also include the reactions that every action entails. And after this analysis, the assessment likely changes: the damage done not only to Western economic interests, but also to the tool box of actually imposed and potential economic and financial sanctions, needs to be balanced against the wisdom of defending fairly abstract principles of sovereignty. This is especially true in a geographic area of limited strategic and economic importance to NATO that historically,\textsuperscript{163} demographically,\textsuperscript{164} and militarily\textsuperscript{165} so clearly forms part of the Russian sphere of interest that justification of sanctions based on legal principles remains rather unpersuasive. It makes sense only if one considers the strategic value of prying Ukraine loose from Russian influence and integrating it into the EU and, ultimately, NATO. Or, at a
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minimum, of dissuading Putin from similar encouragement of ethnic Russian nationalism in the Baltics.¹⁶⁶